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Abstract

The theory of the electron synchrotron has been amply
covered elsewhere, but the proton synchrotron exhibits a number
of distinct but important differences particularly at low
energies. In the present paper the theory for this latter
accelerator is developed with particular reference to the
problems of injection and stability in the initial acceleration
period. This theory is used to set up criteria relating the
dimensions of a proton synchrotron to the conditions for
stability and to the beam intensities obtainable.
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ORBITAL STABILITY IN A PROTON SCHROTRON

1. Introduction

The theory of orbital stability in an electron synchrotron has

been discussed by a number of writers.l Since the energies of the electrons

which are accelerated by synchrotron action lie in the extreme relativistic

range, attention has been focussed largely on the case where the electron

speeds are very close to that of light. There then result a number of

simplifications of the general theory; in particular, the frequency of the

accelerating r-f voltage may be taken as constant. In the proton synchro-

tron, however, particles are to be accelerated from initial energies small

compared to their rest energy and hence the frequency of the accelerating

voltage must be increased monotonically and synchronously with an increas-

ing magnetic field. It is ust this last feature which chiefly distin-

guishes the proton from the electron synchrotron, and requires that particu-

lar attention be given to the effects on the particle motions of departures

from the desired time dependence of radio frequency.

No attempt will be made here to describe the basic principles in

detail as these have been amply covered in the papers on the synchrotron

listed in Reference 1. However, an outline of the process by which the

equations of motion are derived will be presented. In order to simplify

reference to previous publications, the notation employed here will conform

as far as practicable, to that employed by one of us2 in an article on the

electron synchrotron. An analysis of the proton synchrotron has been

presented by a group3 working at Dr. Oliphant's Laboratory at Birmingham,

England.

2. The Equations of Motion

It has been shown2 that the equations of motion of a charged

particle in an axially symmetric magnetic field B = (-Br,O-Bz) are

i (m) = mr62-er6B z

dt(mr26 - sin dt) (1)

d (mi) = er6Br
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where m is the relativistic mass, e the proton charge, =2 LrBzdr is
the total magnetic flux linking a circle of radius r, V and w are the peak

voltage and angular frequency, respectively, of the r-f field across an

accelerating gap at --0. Radiation effects are omitted since, in the proton-

case, they are negligible for energies less than 105Mev.

Circular motion in the median plane z=0 is possible for the

particles if the parameters in these equations vary with time according to

certain definite laws. Particles moving in this circle, of radius ro, will

always arrive at the accelerating gap with the same phase 0o relative to

that of the accelerating voltage. This quasi-steady motion is given by the

equations

m = eB

ad.(r 2B 2 = V sin i (2)

0 = e- fwdt

Here Bo and 4o are the magnetic field at, and the flux linking, the circu-

lar orbit of radius r.

From these equations there follow directly expressions for the

kinetic energy ~ and the required angular radio frequency wo in terms of

Bo and ro. They are

eB r2

02 = \ - -

(3)
eB ro

J moo /

where, for protons, m2=938 Mev. These expressions are plotted'as func-

tions of eBoro/moc in Figs. 1 and 2. To provide an idea of the orders of

magnitude involved, there are presented, in Table I, the design data for a

proton synchrotron intended to yield particles of 104 Mev energy.

If the machine is to be run during any part of its operating

cycle as a betatron with no r-f acceleration, the particles will remain in

a stable circular orbit of radius r if rBo=

r°2B= = Bzr dr, (4)

the well-known bbtatron condition.
_o
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TABLE I. Preliminary Design Data for a 10-Be Proton Synchrotron

Final energy of the protrons

Injection energy of the protons

Orbital radius

Final magnetic field at orbit

Magnetic field at orbit at injection

Final radio frequency

Radio frequency at injection

Frequency range

Acceleration period

Average energy gain per revolution

10 Bev

4 Mev

24.3 meters

15,000 gauss

110 gauss

1.96 Mc/sec

183 kc/sec

10.65 to 1

1 second

5500 ev

To find the oscillations about the stable orbit and phase in the

general case one sets

r = r+x

w = Wo'l

= e-w = 
I (5)

where w1 is the departure of the angular radio frequency from its correct

value w, and p is the perturbation in the particle angular velocity caused

by the correct r-f field. We take x, l, and as first-order small

quantities, the squares and products of which will be neglected.

If the vertical magnetic field Bz in the median plane z--O decreases

with radius in the neighborhood of ro according to the law

-n

Bz Bo(r )0 r
(6)

then n must satisfy the inequality

O< nl 1

if the orbit ro is to be stable for both vertical and radial oscillations.-

In the following it will be assumed that P is independent of Z.

Substituting from (5) and (6) into (1), for the case when the

particle is moving in the plane z--0, we obtain, after some algebraic
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manipulation, the following equations describing the phase and radial

oscillations:

d BoX~ BIeBo] 2

~ 'w ° rowoBo mW -(l-n) ( + 

(7)

t 0o dt(o )+(l-n)roBox + 0 sin

where

eB 2 m 2

( ) ()- ( (8)

with m the relativistic and mo the rest mass of the particle, respectively.

From Eq. (8), it is clear that is a very slowly varying func-

tion of time, decreasing monotonically from 1/n to 1 as the particle

kinetic energy increases from zero to infinity. In the non-relativistic

range of energies, it may be taken as constant and equal to l/n. In

Fig. 3 is plotted as a function of eBoro/moc.
In the important case where the inequality

4V_ I_ 4V - <2 l < 1 (9)

2TTro 2Bw ( l-n)2 1

is satisfied, the equations of motion (7) can be regarded as describing

two independent oscillations; the so-called betatron oscillations, which

are independent of V, satisfy the pair of equations

L+X = 0
r0 wo

o I (10)

d (-- )+(l-n)woBox = 0

for those particles; the angular momenta of which are such that they can

perform stable betatron motion in the circle of radius ro. The much lower

frequency forced oscillations known as the synchrotron oscillations

satisfy the following pair of equations:

-5-
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x. + JTL= 0
r +. . -=

Bo V
(l-n)ro2 d( o ) + V sin = 2n sino

= W1

(11)

When the inequality (9) is not fully satisfied, the two- oscillations

are coupled, but the effect of the small coupling term thus obtained is also

small and does not modify appreciably the physical behavior of the protons

in the accelerating chamber.

Equations (10) are the well-known equations of oscillation for

betatron particles with both B and wo slowly varying functions of the

time. The radial oscillations are essentially sinusoidal oscillations of

slowly varying frequency J 1-nm, and amplitude which is damped proportional

to Bo T. Thus, if xi and xi are the initial values of x and x, respectively,

x(t) = ) [xi cos(l-n wodt) + sin(Jl-n fwot) (12)

* x is measured from that orbit radius which corresponds ex-actly to the
initial -kinetic energy.
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where wi and Bi are initial values. In view of the fact that the betatron

oscillations have been fully analyzed elsewhere, (see Ref. 1) no further

discussion of them will be given here and we shall concern ourselves with

Eq. (11).

The equation that determines the phase oscillations may be

written in the form:

(1-n)r o2d o ) + 2n sinT = 2 sin - (1-n)ro2d_(o l). (13)(1 )rod~ w 2T i - dt

In general, Bo, wo, A, V, and ~o will be slowly varying functions of the

time. We exclude for the present the exceptional case of transition from

betatron to synchrotron operation, during which V and to may vary in a

manner which cannot be considered slow. Following McMillan, one may

interpret Eq. (13) as the equation of motion of a circular pendulum of

slowly varying mass and length, acted on by a unidirectional tangential

force together with an irregular forcing term depending on dwl/dt. The

motion of such a pendulum will be oscillatory if * never exceeds the

critical angle n-o 0 . If it does, the motion will be rotatory in an anti-

clockwise direction with increasing angular speed under the action of the

forcing term(V/2) sin*&. Physically, the particle slips in phase relative

to the accelerating voltage and moves continuously from an accelerating to

a decelerating phase and back to an accelerating phase, repeating this

process. It thus gains no energy from the r-f voltage on the average. The

magnetic field, however, is increasing continuously and hence the particle

orbit shrinks inward until the particle is lost to the walls, according to

the first of Eqs. (11).

3. The Nature of the Snchrotron Oscillations

3.1. Conditions of Acceptance of a Particle into the Acceleration Cycle.

Since a necessary condition for continuous acceleration of a particle is

that its phasemay not exceed -%, restrictions on the initial phase and

phase velocity with which a particle is injected into the schrotron

accelerating cycle follow therefrom. An exact calculation would require

knowledge of the time variations of A, Bo, Wl, and V. However, suf-

ficiently accurate information can be obtained by taking wl=0 and

neglecting the time dependence of , Bo, wo, and V. (This is particularly

the case during the initial non-relativistic stages of operation if the

magnetic field varies linearly with the time when l Bo/wo is constant).

A first integral of (13) can now be obtained as

-7-
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where

2osf° 0 To+ 2Singo - t sino + i 2

n 2 _ VWcos

o 2nr0
2O ( 1-n )Bo

(14)

(15)

and *i and i are initial values. 0 is the angular frequency of small

synchrotron phase oscillations about the equilibrium phase Lo. The

equivalent pendulum will oscillate between two limiting values of 

providing the representative point in phase space lies within the boundary

determined by the equation:

i2C2c0 s

co08s + i sino 2 = (-O)sin%# - cos .
2f 2

Figure 4 shows the boundary curves for a number of values of 0. The

extreme phase angle limits of the oscillatory motion are given by

Figure 4. The acceptance domain in phase space at injec-
tion for various values of stable phase 'o.

-8-
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)1 E -n--o', where kl is that solution of

cosl + 1 sino = (r-*)sin 0 - coso

which satisfies the inequality -nobl_1 to. In Fig. 5 the total acceptance

angle(T- o- )/2 is shown plotted as a function of 0.

2r

0

Figure 5. The normalized injection acceptance angle
as a function of the stable hase to'

3.2. Oscillation Periods. Equation (14) cannot be integrated directly

except in the special case that o=0O. However, it can be integrated

numerically for given values of o, gi and i. In Fig. 6 the normalized

oscillation period (the ratio of the period To to 2/n) is plotted as a

function of i-o for various values of o ith i=--. It will be noted

that the period increases monotonically with Pi and tends to infinity as

'i approaches -yo. To get the order of magnitude of the periods involved,

we use the values, V = 5500 volts

wo = 4Tr x 105/sec

o= n/4
n = 3/4

ro = 24.3 m

Bo = 110 gauss = l.1xl0-2 webers/m2
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This gives o-2xlO -2w=8TrxlO3/sec during the initial stages of operation;

i.e., one phase oscillation period occurs in about 50 revolutions of the

particle.

3.3. The Stability of the Phase Oscillations. First consider small

oscillations about the equilibrium phase, setting

W = to + Y4

The equation of undisturbed phase motion becomes

B. Vcos ~°
d w + = 0

0t 2Trr2 (1-n)

and the W.K.B. approximation to the solution of this equation yields

VcospoBO 1 Vcosyo°B a o
= () ( 1 ) ticosoft + sin Qodt (17)

with i=i-o and i = -woxi/roi; i is the initial radial distance from the-
stable synchrotron orbit and i the initial phase.

-10-
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Thus the amplitude A of the phase oscillations varies as

1

A - (VcosrtB) 4 (18)

where Vsin - d(r 2B (19)
dt 0 0 (19)

Since o/B o will be essentially constant, independent of time, one may

write alternatively,

B B-
(A ° cot) 4. (20)

The two limiting cases of the non-relativistic motion with m-m0

and the extreme relativistic case with the particle speed practically

equal to that of light are of particular interest.

The non-relativistic case. In this case Bo/w is constant and

positive amplitude damping will occur only if Vcos*o increases with the time.

In practice, Bo will increase with time, the initial curvature being due to

eddy currents in the magnet core. Injection may occur at the start of this

cycle or at any subsequent time. Since V sin*0 is proportional to dBo/dt,

some positive damping can be attained in the early stages of the accelera-

tion cycle even if *o is kept constant. However, this effect is small and

to obtain appreciable damping, it is necessary that V be increased more

rapidly than o0. The effect of the change in is to alter the damping

only slightly if costo is near unity.

If V is kept constant, there will be a small increase in oscil-

lation amplitude, proportionalto(coso)- 4 , so that it is desirable to

increase V during the initial non-relativistic stages of acceleration.

(A very small additional damping is obtained from the slowly increasing

mass during these early stages if n> 2/3.)

An additional reason for the desirability of positive damping

is that of radio-frequency error. Such an error leads to a forcing term

-r 2 (1-n) (B 0wl/wo). The effects of this term will be more or less

random, sometimes increasing and sometimes decreasing the oscillation

amplitude. As time goes on, there will be an ever increasing probability

that the fluctuating amplitude will exceed the critical limits of

Eq. (16) and then the particle will be lost. This probability is of

course enormously reduced if steady positive damping is present.

The extreme relativistic case. In this case, wo is constant and the

phase oscillation amplitude varies as (VcosyoBo)- . The increasing magnetic

field provides sufficient damping so that V may be kept constant. As a

-11-



numerical example of the magnitude of the damping for the whole cycle, we

take

o = constant

V increasing from 7700 to 10,000 volts

Bo increasing from 110 to 15,000 gauss

wo/2n increasing from 180 kc/sec to 2.00 Mc/sec

n = 3/4

and Yr decreasing from 4/3 to unity.

Then, according to Eq. (18),the ratio of initial to final amplitude is about

1.9 to 1.

For large amplitudes, the damping may be obtained with the help

of the adiabatic theorem. This states that the f pdt taken over a com-

plete libration period of is an invariant for slow variations of the

parameters in the Hamiltonian of the system, with p~ the generalized

momentum associated with the coordinate . Now the equation of phase

oscillation can be derived from a Lagrangian function

L = - + " + in) (21)

if effects of frequency error are neglected. Hence

= L r 2 (ln)B (22)

and one has

{ 1w ° d = constant.

If now, at any time, oscillates between *1 and 2' these limit-

ing angles are determined by

11fC r 
' [os + sin%-cos2- 2sin0o ½ d = constant (23)

rhere l1 and ~2 are related by

cosi + sin o-cosf-+ 1s info = 0 ; -T < 1 o c C T 

-12-



In the special case *0=O, Eq. (23) can be evaluated in terms of

complete elliptic functions, and gives

h [sin() = constant I o

with h(k)=E(k)-(l-k2 )K(k), K and E being complete elliptic functions of the

first and second kind. Figure 7 is a plot of h(sin m/2) against nm, the

maximum amplitude, and shows that the damping for finite amplitudes is in

general less than for small amplitudes in this case.

3.4. The Stability of the Radial Oscillations. From the solution of the

equation for phase oscillations, one obtains the radial oscillations

immediately from the first of Eqs. (11). For small oscillations, one has

Bi (rVcosqoB/Wo ) i i )
=B. C0 dt + n r sin Q dtro B %%o 0 (VcosOB/wo o 

so that the amplitude A is damped according to the law

A ( VcosI oBW° 1 . (24)
Wo0B

The non-relativistic case. In this case Bo/w o is constant and the

radial oscillation amplitude varies as (Vcos*0)4/Bo. The increase of

Vcos*o with time needed to obtain a small phase damping must be less than the
4

increase of B with time to insure positive radial damping. This restric-0

tion is purely academic, however, because of the impracticality of attaining

such a rapid rate of voltage increase.

The extreme relativistic case. Here w is constant and the radial
A 3

oscillation amplitude varies as Vcoso)T/B . Considering the same

numerical example as in the case of phase oscillations, one finds the ratio

of initial to final amplitude of radial oscillation to be 48 to 1.

3.5. The Effects of Frequency Error. From the outset, it should be noted

that frequency variations which are rapid compared to the synchrotron

oscillations have a negligible effect and will be ignored in the following.

Departures in frequency from the correct law affect both the radial and

phase motions of the particles. The average position of the particle is

displaced according to the formula

= k ) or = l (25)
o 0 0 0

-13-
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If this displacement is too great the particle will be lost to the walls
and hence a definite limit exists of the maximum allowed absolute value of
the frequency error. With A the total oscillation amplitude and 2b the
width of the accelerating chamber, the fractional frequency error must
satisfy the inequality

al< &(-A) - (-A)n at low energies . (26)
Wo r 

This requirement is most severe at injection, as then A is a maximum and
1l=n, a minimum. Thus n should be as large as possible in the proton
synchrotron if frequency errors are to be minimized. This is opposite to
the betatron case where, to minimize errors in satisfying the betatron
flux condition, (l-n) should be large and hence n small.

The general analysis of the effect of frequency error on the
phase oscillations is extremely complicated because of the non-linear
character of the oscillations. However, the very important practical case
of a linear variation with time of the frequency error wI allows a solution.
If wl--t, the equation of phase motion becomes

ro2(1l-n)d( o2) + sin = sin - r 2 (1-n)( (27)

-14-
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In the low energy range, Bo/wo is constant and (27) takes the form

r2(1-n) TBo Y+ - ain. into (28)

with

2 sin = V sin ro2(1-n (29)

Thus the effect of a frequency error is to produce a change in the stable

phase angle. This will change the amplitude of oscillation and also alter

the limits of stable oscillation from

< lT- ~ to 1 V '"-

where

cost + lsino = (Tr-ot)sino -coso t

I ,i- I,~ I I (30)

cosl + -lsin% = (T-o)0 sin o - costo

The range of / for stable phase oscillations will increase if Kl < o'

hence if

WoVsinV'0
ro2 (1-n)SBo

Thus an increase in radio frequency from the proper value is less

serious than a corresponding decrease. Increasing frequency implies a smaller

orbital radius and hence a smaller r-f energy gain per revolution is required

to maintain this orbit than an expanded orbit. Particles will be lost

if their altered amplitudes exceed the limits of stable phase oscillation

corresponding to the new stable phase; i.e., if the representative points
in phase space fall outside the appropriate boundary of Fig. 4.

In general the oscillation amplitude will decrease if iol < o's
but the amount of this decrease depends on the exact phase when the frequency

begins to depart from the correct law. Finally, the speed with which the

average radial position follows the frequency change is limited by the

period of synchrotron oscillations. Thus essentially no change in radius will

occur until an elapsed time equal to an appreciable fraction of the

synchrotron period.

-15-
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As pointed out, a negative frequency error increases the stable
phase angle and decreases the stable phase range with a resulting loss of
particles.

The principal conclusions may be summarized as follows:

i. The synchrotron oscillation frequency is small com-

pared to the accelerating radio frequency, from
50-200 times smaller in the case under discussion.

ii. The radial oscillations are heavily damped;

I

A - (Vcos B) = (B )-1
W0 0

iii. The phase oscillations are less heavily damped;

A (Vcos*0 r Bo)-T4
A - V Wo / .

In the non-relativistic region there is no damping
unless V increases with time.

iv. A number of constraints exist on the allowable fre-
quency error. The most important is that the long
term error satisfy the inequality

w <- (A) '- n( A) for the non-relativistic case.

This constraint becomes less severe as time increases
because A decreases as /Bo.

v. It is desirable to make n as near unity as possible
from the standpoint of synchrotron oscillations.

4. Initial Betatron Acceleration

In the majority of existing electron-synchrotrons the machine is
operated initially as a betatron in order to obviate the necessity for fre-
quency modulation of the r-f accelerating voltage. It has been suggested
that a stage of betatron acceleration be utilized in the proton synchro-
tron not, of course, to remove the necessity for frequency modulation, but
to reduce the range. This will be particularly valuable in a machine that
employs a resonant tuned accelerating cavity and yet requires a large
accelerating voltage over the whole frequency range. It is correspondingly
less useful if an untuned accelerating system is used.

-16-
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The maximum particle energy attainable in the betatron phase will

be determined by economic considerations; the minimum initial energy will

depend upon the injection system and will be limited by the necessity of

avoiding excessive gas scattering.

There are, however, additional arguments in favor of a betatron

acceleration phase, and as some of them are peculiar to the proton synchro-

tron, they will be discussed in greater detail. It should be emphasized

from the outset that we are now only concerned with the case where the

betatron phase carries the particles up to energies of a few Mev.

It has been stated above that the amplitude of the horizontal

oscillation in a synchrotron is the sum of the high-frequency betatron and

of the low-frequency synchrotron oscillations. If particles are injected

into the betatron phase the low-frequency oscillations will not be present,

and we can use this fact either to lower the tolerance on the injection

energy or to increase the number of particles accepted into the accelera-

tion cycle.

The use of a betatron phase also enables us to get increased

phase damping in the early stages. If the r-f voltage be turned on while

the betatron condition is satisfied, synchrotron oscillations will take

place about a stable phase angle of zero. Under these conditions the

stable acceptance angle is equal to 2. If now the r-f voltage increases

linearly with the time to a limiting value V in time To,then the particles

will be bunched about zero phase.

If 5 2 = Vwoc0a*o 
0 2ro2 (1-n)q Bo

then the phase of a particle at time T is given by

,,,= 'A, Q0" r ,2,3
To t

where Ai is the injection phase, and we have made the approximate assump-

tion that i is small. If Tof is >> 1 an asymptotic expansion may be

used to yield

E - ( i) 3 e (2/3) ( .( )1 )I 52 )3i if t = (31)
- OF (QFT)' t oF o 0

where subscript i refers to initial values and subscript F refers to final

values.
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In the numerical case quoted above where V is taken to be

10,000 volts and To is the time required to raise the energy of the

particle to 8 Mev,

1
2,3 '

a larger damping than that obtained during the entire synchrotron accelera-

tion period. The damping for large phase angles will be less than this, but

even so, by far the great majority of the particles injected will be accepted

into the synchrotron acceleration cycle if this prebunching is employed.

In addition a much smaller percentage will be lost because of random frequency

errors.

It will be noted, from Eq. (31), that the amount of damping

obtained depends very little upon the amplitude of the r-f voltage; in fact,

PFVi . Thus the bunching can be obtained with an r-f voltage only a

small fraction of that which would be needed in the synchrotron phase. This

may be important if the r-f accelerating system is a resonant one.

To conclude this section we shall give a brief discussion of the

effect of an error in the betatron flux condition. In the so-called flux-

forcing scheme, prescribed by D. W. Kerst, the betatron coil is placed

partly in series, partly in parallel with the field coils the whole system

being powered from the same generator. Under these conditions it can be

shown that there is a self compensation mechanism which automatically

preserves the correct field-flux ratio. However a complicated switching

Droblem arises if this scheme is to be incorporated into the proton

synchrotron, where the current in the betatron coils has to be turned off

at some point in the acceleration cycle. Accordingly, it may be necessary

to power the betatron flux coils from a separate generator, and then the

possibility arises that the flux is out of phase with the field in the

accelerating chamber. One way of avoiding this trouble is to provide an

additional field-compensating coil, the current in which is automatically

adjusted to give the correct flux-field ratio. Alternatively, the correct

orbit can be maintained by a small r-f voltage.

Let it be supposed that the betatron flux departs by small

amount Abo from the correct value and that the r-f frequency error is wl,

then the particles in the acceleration chamber will oscillate about a

stable phase angle 4B given by

Vsin = dt[Ao-2roB o (-n)w/wo] (32)

and+X can be held small, even with small V, if A4o and wl are small. If

-18-



prebunching is usecd it may thus be unnecessary to employ any automatic flux

compensation even if

-o ~ (l-n)(b-A)
roo (33)

where A is the amplitude of the betatron oscillations and 2b the width of

the acceleration chamber. The inequality (33) gives the condition that the

particle be lost to the walls in the absence of an r-f voltage.

5. Injection Methods

A number of injection methods have been proposed for the proton

synchrotron. For injection directly into the synchrotron stage of opera-

tion, it is convenient to classify these methods into one or more of the

four following categories. One attempts to avoid loss of injected parti-

cles on subsequent revolutions to the gun by

(1) Adiabatic damping of the oscillations before the particles

return to the gun,

(2) Rapid decrease of the free-oscillation amplitude by the use

of auxiliary transient fields,

(3) Rapid decrease of synchrotron phase and radial oscillations

by rapid alteration of the stable phase angle,

(4) Adiabatic shift of the stable orbit by frequency modulation

of the r-f accelerating voltage. With a preliminary betatron stage

methods (1) and (2) are pertinent in addition to the possibility of an

adiabatic shift of the betatron orbit.

Most likely injection will take place with energies in excess of

1 Mev, into an initial magnetic field greater than 50 gauss, from an auxiliary

accelerator by means of a suitable gun. In practice intensities will be

so low that the effects of space charge, even during injection, can be

neglected. We shall not concern ourselves with the nature of this primary

accelerator. When injecting directly into the synchrotron phase, it is

desirable to minimize the horizontal betatron oscillations by making the

injection momentum correspond to the value of Bp at the injection orbit.

If particles are injected over a number of r-f cycles while the magnetic

field is increasing, one should increase the injection energy in step

with the magnetic field. This is not too difficult if the initial accelera-

tor is a low-energy transformer but it is much harder if a Van de Graaff

accelerator is used and probably impossible if a cyclotron or linear

accelerator is employed.

We shall now discuss four alternative injection proposals, chosen

to illustrate the four basic methods stated above. The first one is dis-
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cussed in somewhat more detail than its importance warrants because it

serves to clarify the difficulties inherent in injection. The numerical

estimates for the number of particles accepted into the acceleration cycle

are derived for the machine described by the data in Table I.

5.1. Adiabatic Damping of Oscillations before Particles Return to the

Neighborhood of the Gun. In this system the gun is located vertically above

the central orbit and particles are injected over several r-f cycles. It is

highly desirable that the particle energy on injection ust equal the energy

appropriate to the central orbit, so that for maximum intensity the injec-

tion gun's energy must be modulated. Let us start by supposing that the

injection energy has ust the correct value and consider the effects of

departure from this energy later. Furthermore let us for the moment neg-

lect the fact that the injected beam has a certain angular spread.

Consider a particle arriving at the acceleration gap with a

phase I. The initial value of the radial velocity il is given approxi-

mately by

x = _ V(sin*-sin )

ro 'on 2ro2 (1-n)B0

so that during a single revolution the particle moves radially a distance

x1 given by

V(sinf-sino 0) eV(sin#-sinlo)r o

x1 = (l-n)roBBowo (l-n)2E

with E the injection energy.

If the accelerating gap is located near the gun, x is the radial

distance the particle traverses before returning to the neighborhood of the

gun. If x1 s, the half-width of the gun, the particle will certainly not

be lost in the second revolution. Another circumstance which allows the

particle to miss the gun is that the frequency of the vertical betatron

oscillations is Jin-fo, where fo is the particle rotation frequency. If the

particle is injected at a height above the median plane, it returns to

the neighborhood of the gun at a heighthcos(2n). Thus if h(l-cos2nTT-)>t,

the half-thickness of the gun, the particle will not be lost even if Ixll< a.

In practice one can choose n so that the particle first returns to the

vicinity of the gun after about five revolutions, although ideally it is

possible to increase this to 2/cos-l(l-t/h) revolutions if h is increased

suitably to allow for the length of the gun and the finite spread of the

input beam. This assumes that all but a few particles miss the gun on the

first few revolutions.
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The particles escaping the gun during the first few revolutions

will not return to the gun for a half period of a synchrotron oscillation.

In this time the amplitude of the vertical oscillation will be damped to

i + h1 dB 1 0 Ei

and if(hVsin%0/4Ei) (fo/no) <t, the particles will not be lost to the gun on

subsequent revolutions. In practice, this is impossible to achieve and a

certain proportion of the particles will be lost, equal very roughly to

/~)[cs-1 (1-t/hl.
The oscillation period of a particle depends on its injection

phase as well as upon Bo, wo7 and V, all of which change continuously with

time. Since the synchrotron period is much larger than a period of vertical

betatron oscillations, we can regard their relative phase as a random

quantity. With these assumptions, the total number of particles accepted

into the machine of Table I is

N = 2.5 x 107SI(A- )(2 - -) 1 i 1 cos-(l -

where

hVsin J fo) 
h (a ) = t ,

S is the total number of cycles over which injection takes place, Ei the

injection energy in Mev, and I the injection current in microamperes.

If particles are not injected with the correct energy they will

have, superimposed on the horizontal synchrotron oscillations, horizontal

betatron oscillations of frequency / fo. This means that the particles

will reappear in the vicinity of the gun at intervals during the time

required for the radial synchrotron oscillation to move a radial distance

equal to the sum of the gun thickness and twice the amplitude of the

horizontal betatron oscillations. Thus the possibility of losing

particles to the gun is very greatly increased.

5,2. Single-Shot Inlection. In this system an auxiliary electric field is

maintained for a time interval less than the rotation period of the

particles to remove completely the vertical betatron oscillations. The

gun is located exactly as in case (1) and a uniform vertical electric field

is established over an arc of the acceleration chamber. The field strength
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and are length are to be so chosen that the injected particles emerge into

the field-free region with zero vertical velocity, and by tilting the gun

the arc length may be shortened. These particles will remain in the median

plane until they return to the gun. If by this time the vertical electric

field has been removed, the particles ill continue to move in the median

plane and none will be lost to the gun.

When the finite spread of the injected beam is taken into account,

one can show that, as far as subsequent oscillations are concerned, the

electric field serves to move the gun into the median plane. In this

system particles can be injected only over a single cycle and the resulting

loss of intensity may require compensation by the use of an exploded ion

source. An important advantage is that initially the particles are

essentially all grouped along the central line of the acceleration chamber,

while pulsing the source will ensure that no wasted particles are introduced

into the chamber. This arrangement is very desirable from the point of

view of an automatic frequency control system, which is particularly neces-

sary during the initial stages of operation, and it may well become the

determining factor in the choice of an injection system.

If upon injection the particle energy is Ei Mev, one can show

that the total number accepted into the acceleration cycle will be equal

approximately to

2.50 x 107 I -(1 - T) (34)

with I the injection current in microamperes and o the stable phase angle.

5.3. Rapid Change of the Stable Phase. If the stable phase angle for

synchrotron oscillations be suddenly changed, the particles will execute

new oscillations with decreased or increased amplitudes depending on their

phase at the instant of change of the stable phase. Thus some of the

particles will have their maximum phase velocity and hence their maximum

radial displacement from the stable orbit decreased, and one has a mechanism

for capturing particles into synchrotron acceleration without hitting the

injecting gun.

Since the sine of the stable phase angle is proportional to the

time rate of change of magnetic field and inversely proportional to the

accelerating voltage, a sudden change in either of these quantities will

provide the necessary sudden change in stable phase. Particles are

injected from a gun placed on the inside of the accelerating chamber in

the median plane (to keep the vertical aperture a minimum).

During injection the r-f voltage is maintained at a constant

frequency with a constant magnetic field, so chosen as to keep the stable

orbit centered in the accelerating chamber. The machine thus acts as a
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d-c cyclotron or as a synchrotron with jo=O. The sudden ump in ~Vo occurs

when the a-c magnetic field is turned on. A particle arriving at the

accelerating gap during the injection period with a positive phase will

pick up energy and move inwards into the chamber. If the radial displace-

ment in a single revolution exceeds half the gun width, the particle will

not hit the gun on the second revolution. In a practical case this radial

shift is so large that practically all the particles arriving at the gap

with positive phase will miss the gun and all those arriving with negative

phase will be lost to the inner walls or to the gun.

During injection the phase motion of the protons is that of the

free oscillations of a pendulum with arbitrary initial phase and initial

phase velocity given by i= - nwod/ro, with d the distance of the gun from

the stable orbit of radius r . Thus the phase angle is an elliptic

function of the time. In particular, if the a-c magnetic field is turned

on at a definite instant of time, the phase *F and phase velocity F at

this instant can be written in terms of i and i. If now o is the final

stable phase angle, it follows readily that the particle will be accepted

into the acceleration cycle if the following inequalities are satisfied:

0

(d)2 F 2 ()2)sin 
r0 -nw 0 nw0 L (k) cos0cos (iF 0sin ]J

41.~~~~~ ~(35)

cos~cos4-(* ,)sin* + 1 z1'2/)*,OC s )sin 0 cos2%-(iT-2% )sin* 

with 0 = nwoV Trrro2 (1-n)B, the angular frequency of small free oscil-

lations during injection. The first inequality states that the particle

does not hit the gun or inner walls on the first revolution. The second

is the condition the amplitude of the new radial oscillations be less than

the distance of the gun from the stable orbit, and the third condition

ensures that the particle does not move out of the stable phase range for

oscillations on subsequent revolutions.

Inserting the expressions for F and IF into the conditions (35)

then gives the acceptable injection phase angle as a function of the time

of injection of the particle relative to the instant when the magnetic

field is turned on. Summing over all injection times for which the

acceptable injection phase angle is positive, one then can obtain the total

range of acceptable phase angles for all the particles which are injected.

This process will not be carried out here in detail but an approximate

expression for , obtained by replacing the elliptic functions by

trigonometric functions, may be written as
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6 n= o r °sin y roo *Osin y dy . (36)

which is valid when 2dnwo/rono> o. (fo is the frequency of rotation of the
particles.)

If numerical values taken from Table I are inserted, it can be
shown that the total number of particles accepted into the stable phase

range is given by

N 6.3 x 1071 E

with I the injection current in microamperes, Ei the injection energy in

Mev;4o has been taken as /4, and it may be noted that N varies but slowly

with to.
The chief advantages of this scheme are the following:

(a) No auxiliary equipment is required.

(b) It is not necessary to energy-modulate

the gun.

(c) There are no critical timing circuits.

(d) The attainable intensity is at least as

great as that for any of the proposed

alternatives.

5.4. Adiabatic Shift of the Stable Synchrotron Orbit by FM Techniques.

The scheme described here is essentially that proposed by D. . Dennison

for the electron synchrotron at the University of Michigan. The very

different conditions at injection in a proton synchrotron, however, result

in considerable difference in detail.

Consider particles injected from a gun at the outside of the

accelerating chamber. Initially the radio frequency is chosen so that the

stable orbit passes through the gun and this frequency is so modulated

that the stable orbit moves in toward the center at a steady predetermined

rate. Particles are injected in bursts over a time interval encompassing

a number of revolutions so that energy modulation of the injector is

necessary to attain maximum beam intensity.

Particles will miss the gun during the next few revolutions

provided they arrive at the accelerating gap with negative phase. Further-

more,if the time required for the stable orbit to reach the center of the

chamber is not much longer than the synchrotron oscillation period,

particles will not be lost to the gun. If they are lost at all, they will

be lost to the inner wall.
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The phase acceptance angle 4i on the first revolution must lie
within the limits t <ti n< - , where t is the stable phase angle during

injection. As the stable orbit moves inward the phase acceptance angle will

decrease, for a given amplitude of synchrotron oscillation, vanishing when

the stable orbit reaches the center of the chamber since the maximum ampli-

tude of radial synchrotron oscillation equals the distance d of the gun from

the central orbit.

If the frequency error wl has the form

ro

the first of Eqs. (11) yields

x d _ +woat (38)
r0 r nw 0

and the second, in the non-relativistic range which applies at injection,
yields for the equation of phase oscillation:

(1nB + 2Vn sin+ = 2n sin (9)
nwo0 2 

with 2nr2 (1-n)B 
sino = sino -0 0 (39a)nwoV

From Eq. (38), one sees that the stable orbit, which initially lies at a

distance from the center of the chamber, moves toward the center at a

constant rate, so that the frequency law (37) accomplishes the desired

result. If the stable orbit is to reach the center in a time less than one

synchrotron period, a must satisfy the inequality

--- wnV
a,> ndo with 12 = o 

ro 2w o ir 2 (l-n)B
0 0

If furthermore |*o| is not to exceed 4ol , then a <(l 0/wo)2flosint, so that

we have, as an additional requirement,

2zo sino nd

Wo ' 2foWO~~2¶r
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For the 10-Bev machine this inequality is certainly fulfilled and allows a

decrease of V during injection with a consequent decrease of flo and increase
of the number of particles accepted into the stable phase range.

We now consider the particles to be injected in bursts with a

recurrence frequency fo equal to the rotation frequency of the particles.
th

If the phase of a particle injected in the sh burst is i and the energy

is appropriate to the injection orbit, then the particle will not be lost

to the gun on subsequent revolutions if

to2 +{cos -cos i+(i o - 4i)sin#W nV

2Trro2 (1-n)Bow ro

From this one sees that there is no point in injecting particles after the

orbit for which

fo nd
a ro

The total number of particles accepted is given approximately by

- 7I ± ( 1 24 _ o) nd fo

Ei TT r0

with Ei the average injection energy in Mev, to the stable phase and I the

beam current in microamperes.

Since the above expression is inversely proportional to the maximun

number of particles will be obtained when = nd/ro .* /2. In this case

N - lO7 1-" ° = 4 x 1o8 I (1 - 2°))rii E rr

It is virtually impossible to attain this value in practice and a much

more realistic value is that for which a =(l 2sinV/wo, i.e. with --0O.

In this case

N = 108I -

If the gun is not energy-modulated, injection will start when

the energy required in the central orbit equals the injection energyand

will cease when the energy appropriate to the injection orbit equals the

injection energy. The accepted number of particles will then be very much
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reduced and is probably no greater than that obtained by single-shot

injection.

We have now given one example of each of the four main alterna-

tive injection schemes. Of these, if intensity is not the primary con-

sideration, the single-shot scheme is most attractive. In contrast to the

other methods, the injected ions are caught into the acceleration cycle

and lie initially in the central orbit. This is highly desirable in view

of the proposed frequency-control system which, with this injection system,

can operate right from the beginning when control requirements are most

critical. In the other schemes, a large number of particles not caught

into the accelerating phase will drift to the inner wall. Until tll these

have been removed, the frequency-control system cannot begin to function

properly.

If maximum intensity is the primary factor, probably scheme (3)

is next best because of its simplicity. No energy modulation of the gun,

no auxiliary electric fields or special frequency-modulation techniques are

required, and the timing of the various steps in the injection process are

not critical.

It must be emphasized once again, however, that a large number

of alternative injection schemes of greater or lesser complexity can be

evolved, each with advantages peculiar to itself. In a practical case a

choice can only be made when all the relevent factors are taken into

account.
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